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Monthly Musings
By Sarah Hanna, CEO
The Journey
“Look back to learn how to look forward.”
- Joe Girard
December is the time we look back and look forward. We see January 1 in our
windshield as our destination of hope and possibilities. In contrast, we look at
2021 in the rear-view mirror and think…” I’m out of here” as we speed off into the
sunset. No matter your view, I hope you have the right vehicle to get you where
you are heading.

We all have been in business long enough, have read more books and articles than we can count, and listened to
speakers, podcasts, etc. telling us how to improve our business and profitability that discussing strategic planning
is just “preaching to the choir.”
This year, I’m looking at the winding journey ahead from the view of mental fortitude and the vehicle is my brain.
How will I handle each new situation, opportunity, challenge, and loss? How can I best control my emotions,
“knee jerk” reactions, and keep my blood pressure levels at an all-time low rather than high? Being able to
maneuver through the ups and downs with mental strength is a never-ending learning process. In 2021, I have
seen myself react and handle situations in ways I can be proud of and ways I am embarrassed. In looking through
my rearview mirror I can see when I used “road rage” that clouded my judgment and when I took time to look at
the map and listen to the GPS with an open mind. Thank goodness I haven’t crashed and burned; the journey is
continuing.
As December 31st approaches, I have plans to tune up my mind, clean the windshield and remove the dirt of the
previous year. With a new and exciting address in my GPS and a fresh view, I’m excited for the trip of 2022. I hope
you are as well.
Till next time…
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Team Member Spotlight
ECS North is excited to introduce you to a treasured member of our team, Angie
McCave. Angie joined the ECS North team in June of 2016 as a Billing Assistant.
Shortly after joining the team, she excelled, then transitioned into an Account
Manager based on her commitment to her position. Her primary responsibilities
include resolving outstanding claims and providing a continuous flow of revenue to
the provider. Her attention to detail translates into paid claims for our clients. Angie
attended school in Washington, PA., and now stays very busy with her growing
family.
In her spare time, she drives her boys to basketball practices and attends their games.
Angie would love more spare time, but she enjoys being there for her family and her two
dogs named Jack and Sadie. Angie mentioned that she finds inspiration "in every day";
Each moment is an opportunity to make a memory.

Angie McCave
Account Manager

"Some days you understand the music, and some days you understand the lyrics."
As her boys continue to grow, she remembers a family tradition in particular; an annual picnic in the late summer with
what she describes as the best Slip-n-Slide ever! She enjoyed gathering as a family at the picnics, but she also enjoyed
their Thanksgiving dinners. Angie says with ECS, "There is never a dull moment; it's constantly changing and evolving,"
which is why she continues to enjoy her position. Angie always has this quote in the forefront of her mind and
remembers that "Everyone has two eyes, but no one has the same view."
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Tips from the Team
Continued Support and Dedication to Our Clients
We have adapted to what we never thought we would in the past two years;
a pandemic. Every article we read or write references how it has impacted our
personal and professional day to day. The ongoing question: “How did we and
how will we continue to adapt professionally and still service our patients to the
best of our ability.” Forcing the owners/executive teams to crack open the books
and start researching, speaking to professionals outside the organization, and
investing in the infrastructure in and out of the office.
A sense of dependency has been removed from our 8-5 days. We assumed it to be
an integral part of success, whether necessary or not. We continue to find a new
path or widen the pathway to adjust to new protocols and newer processes.

Kit Shellhouse
Vice President

We are forced to change our mindset, which directly affects the mentality of the
employees.

Unfortunately,
1. Providers have lost and may continue to lose employees due to fear and change
2. Providers have invested and will continue to invest funds and time with no guarantee of a return
3. Providers will dabble in personnel issues that fall outside of HR and the traditional 8-5
Fortunately,
1. Providers have and will maintain employees devoted to the provider and the patients. At the same time, gain
additional support based on the remote mentality.
2. Providers continue to invest funds and the necessary time to support the patients and employees.
3. Providers have discovered more about themselves as an owner and personally, applying that empathy towards the
staff and the patients to ensure longevity.
Continue to focus on progression and adapting to the new healthcare environment as the pandemic shows no end but
just a slow taper. As we work closely with our clients, continuous adaptation to the “new and the necessary” ways of
running a business is inevitable. This is a direct result of the open communication with our clients and the industry
support as a whole. We are your partner pre, during, and post-pandemic and will continue to work side by side with
you, your staff, and more importantly, the patient by educating your team on industry matters, RCM protocols, and
inevitably achieving success for all.
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Back to the Basics of Compliant Documentation
By Sarah Hanna, CEO
“The backbone of success in the revenue cycle starts and ends with compliant documentation” Sarah Hanna
states in her article in HomeCare Magazine. It never hurts to get a fresh look and review the basics no matter
what position you hold especially now with the TPE Audits coming back around. Everyone needs to be on board
and open communication is a necessity.
You may feel like the difficulties that surround documentation only pertain to your company or affect your area of
the country or niche market, but it is a global problem all providers deal with. You are not alone, so take heart—it
is the state of the industry. Hopefully, as technology and the evolution of health care march forward, the
paperwork burden will ease up. Remember, it is all in the details, so cross every “t” and dot every “i” and you will
see your holding revenue decrease and audit compliance rates increase.
A talented staff, proven successful protocols, and the foundation of it all; continual education and training.
Click on the link below to read an article from HomeCare magazine and other informative articles on our website
at www.ecsbillingnorth.com.

Back to the Basics of Compliant Documentation (homecaremag.com)
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Year-End Reminders !
Submit write-offs to your Senior Account Manager no later than the third week of
December.
Follow up with contracted payers on potential fee schedule updates.
Have a solid plan in place as deductible season quickly approaches. Reach out if you
would like suggestions for organizing,
Confirmation of documentation requirements such as Prior Authorizations as we
move into 2022.
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Acts & Policies
NO SURPRISE ACT-Continuing to Make the Patient Priority
The No Surprises Act has established new policies for consumers to make sure they are protected against
excessive out-of-pocket costs and so much more. Also, see the Consolidated Appropriations Act of 2021 to see
how they all are working together.
The No Surprises Act is a law establishing federal standards to resolve surprise bills for the fully insured
individual, small group, and large group markets and for self-insured group plans including grandfathered plans
for plan and policy years beginning on and after January 1, 2022.
Click on the link below to become more familiar with the NSA-2022
No Surprises Act | CMS

COVID-19 Emergency Declaration
Blanket Waivers for Health Care Providers
Stay in tune with the Blanket Waivers by taking a few minutes to confirm you are on target through the
declaration details for 2020-2021 via
www.cms.gov/files/document/covid-19-emergency-declaration-waivers.pdf
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Audits/Post Payment Review Update
TPE's
Medicare has started reaching out to providers with another “heads up”. Please notify your ECS North Senior
Account Manager immediately if and when you receive contact from Medicare. Medicare is to provide additional
details after the holidays.
Do not hesitate to reach out to your Senior Account Manager at anytime with questions or concerns. Please
copy Katie Schmidt on the email correspondence. Stay in the know and click on the link below.

Targeted Probe and Educate (TPE) (cgsmedicare.com)

POST PAYMENT REVIEW
Medicare Surgical Dressings billed on dates of service - January 1, 2019 through December 31, 2019. 01-303
Surgical Dressings Notification of Medical Review - Noridian - SMRC (noridiansmrc.com)
As a reminder, please notify your ECS North Senior Account Manager immediately if and when you receive
contact from Medicare. Do not hesitate to reach out to your Senior Account Manager at any time with questions
or concerns and please copy Katie Schmidt on the email correspondence.
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Payer Updates & Reminders
e

2022 MEDICARE CUTS DEFERRED
An important message from Don Clayback, Executive Director NCART
Congress has passed legislation that will defer/minimize scheduled 2022 Medicare cuts that would have
negatively impacted the healthcare community. The bill has been sent to the President for signing. As reported
earlier this week, there were two Medicare payment cuts scheduled for implementation in 2022. A 4% PAYGO
reduction (tied to increased spending for COVID-19) and a reinstatement of the 2% Medicare sequestration
reduction (tied to a budget bill passed in 2011). Such cuts would have severely impacted CRT providers’ ability to
supply the specialized technology and support services that people with disabilities and chronic medical
conditions depend on. Once the President signs the bill, the 4% PAYGO reduction will be deferred to at least
2023. The 2% Medicare sequestration reduction will be gradually instituted in 2022; 1% as of April 1 and the full
2% as of July 1. While this did not provide complete relief, it minimizes the negative impacts.

www.ncart.us

UNITED HEALTHCARE PORTAL
As a reminder, the Link Portal is transitioning to the new United Healthcare Provider Portal. The link will no
longer be accessible by the end of the year. To help with the transaction, click here to review the list of selfservice tools and find their new location in the portal.

Network Bulletin, policy and protocol updates | UHCprovider.com
Resources for physicians, administrators
and healthcare professionals
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Payer Updates & Reminders Cont'd.
e

BC/BS of Kansas
Professional Provider Policy Memos for 2022

www.bcbsks.com/providers/professional/publications/policy-memos

KMAP-Medicaid Bulletins 2020/2021

www.kmap-state-ks.us/Public/provider.asp

CMS Multi-Factor Authentication (MFA) Delayed

www.cms.gov/outreach-and-educationoutreachffsprovpartprogprovider-partnership-email-archive/202112-09-mlnc#_Toc89780912
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2022 Events (to mention a few)
ACMESA Winter Meeting-Durham, NC

February 2-3, 2022

Medtrade West- Phoenix, AZ

April 4-6, 2022

VGM Heartland-Waterloo, IA

June 13-15, 2022

NEMEP Annual Conference-NY

September 19, 2022

Medtrade East, Atlanta, GA

October 24-26, 2022

ACMESA Summer Meeting,
Wrightsville Beach NC

August 17-18, 2022

THE MEDTRADE WEST 2022
Medtrade West registration is now open!
Visit www.medtrade.com
Medtrade Monday readers!!
The code for Medtrade Monday readers is another chance to get a discounted rate using code SMART RATE.
If you haven't subscribed, use the link below and sign up for free and receive the discount for Medtrade West.
Newsletter | Medtrade

APRIL 4-6, 2022
Phoenix Convention Center - Phoenix, AZ

www.ecsbillingnorth.com

